We obtain explicit error bounds for the standard d-dimensional normal approximation on hyperrectangles for a random vector that has a Stein kernel, or admits an exchangeable pair coupling, or is a non-linear statistic of independent random variables or a sum of n locally dependent random vectors. The error bounds vanish even when the dimension d is much larger than the sample size n. We prove our main results using the approach of Götze (1991) in Stein's method, together with modifications of an estimate of Anderson, Hall and Titterington (1998) and a smoothing inequality of Bhattacharya and Rao (1976) . For sums of n independent and identically distributed isotropic random vectors having a log-concave density, we obtain an error bound that is optimal up to a log n factor. We also discuss an application to multiple Wiener-Itô integrals.
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Motivated by modern statistical applications in large-scale data, there has been a recent wave of interest in proving high-dimensional central limit theorems. Starting from the pioneering work by Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2013) , who established a Gaussian approximation for maxima of sums of centered independent random vectors, many articles have been devoted to the development of this subject: For example, see Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2017a) ; for generalization to normal approximation on hyperrectangles and improvements of the error bound, Chen (2018) ; ; Song, Chen and Kato (2019) for extensions to U -statistics, ; Zhang and Cheng (2018) ; Zhang and Wu (2017) for sums of dependent random vectors, and Belloni et al. (2018) for a general survey and statistical applications. In particular, for W = n −1/2 n i=1 X i where {X 1 , . . . , X n } are centered independent random vectors in R d and satisfy certain regularity conditions, where R := {Π d j=1 (a j , b j ), −∞ a j b j ∞}, G is a centered Gaussian vector with the same covariance matrix as W and C is a positive constant that is independent of d and n. In contrast to the classical multivariate normal approximation error bounds, for example, C( d 7/2 n ) 1/2 of Bentkus (2005) , on (measurable) convex sets of R d , the bound in (1.1) allows d to be much larger than n. To date, the proofs for results such as (1.1) in the literature all involve smoothing the maximum function max 1 j d x j by 1 β log d j=1 e βx j for a large β (cf. Theorem 1.3 of Chatterjee (2005) ).
In this paper, we use a new method to prove high-dimensional standard normal approximations on hyperrectangles. Our method combines the approach of Götze (1991) in Stein's method with modifications of an estimate of Anderson, Hall and Titterington (1998) and a smoothing inequality of Bhattacharya and Rao (1976) . We improve the bound in (1.1) to C log 4 (dn) n 1/3 in the isotropic case (cf. Corollary 1.3 below). We further improve the bounded to C log 3 d n 1/2 log n, which is optimal up to the log n factor, for sums of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) isotropic random vectors with logconcave distributions (cf. Corollary 1.1 below). Moreover, our method works for general dependent random vectors and we state our main results for W that has a Stein kernel, or admits an exchangeable pair coupling, or is a non-linear statistic of independent random variables or a sum of locally dependent random vectors. We prove our main results in Section 2. We also discuss an application to multiple Wiener-Itô integrals. Some details are deferred to an appendix.
Throughout the paper, we always assume d 3 so that log d > 1. Also, W denotes a random vector in R d with EW = 0. Let Z ∼ N (0, I d ) be a d-dimensional standard Gaussian variable. We use C to denote positive absolute constants, which may differ in different expressions. We use ∂ j f, ∂ jk f, etc to denote partial derivatives. For a R d -vector w, we use w j , 1 j d to denote its components and write w ∞ = max 1 j d |w j |. We use δ jk to denote the Kronecker delta.
We first consider random vectors that have a Stein kernel, which was defined in Ledoux, Nourdin and Peccati (2015) and used implicitly in, for example, Chatterjee (2009) and Nourdin and Peccati (2009) (see also Lecture VI of Stein (1986) 
for any C ∞ function f : R d → R with bounded partial derivatives of all orders. Chernozhukov et al. (2019, Theorem 5 .1) when the covariance matrix of the target Gaussian variable is identity. In the meantime, there is an example for which the bound in Chernozhukov et al. (2019, Theorem 5.1) is asymptotically sharp. Thus, our improvement of the bound would come from the structural condition on the covariance matrix of the target Gaussian variable.
As an illustration, we apply Theorem 1.1 to sums of i.i.d. variables with log-concave laws. In this situation, under some regularity assumptions, Fathi (2019) provides a way to construct Stein kernels having some nice properties.
Corollary 1.1. Let µ be an isotropic log-concave probability measure supported on (the closure of ) an open convex set in R d . Suppose µ has a continuous density on its support.
As we see in the following proposition, log 3 d n is generally the optimal convergence rate in this situation, so the above corollary gives a nearly optimal rate.
Suppose that d depends on n so that (log 3 d)/n → 0 and d(log 3 d)/n → ∞ as n → ∞. Then we have
Proposition 1.1 is proved in Section A.1. Note that it is possible to find an example which simultaneously satisfies the assumptions in both Corollary 1.1 and Proposition 1.1. In fact, in the setting of Proposition 1.1, if the law of X ij is supported on an open interval and has a log-concave and continuous density on its support, the assumptions of Corollary 1.1 are satisfied due to the independence across the coordinates of X i . For example, this is the case when X ij follows a normalized exponential distribution.
Theorem 1.1 is also interesting in the context of the so-called Malliavin-Stein method (see Nourdin and Peccati (2012) for an exposition of this topic). For simplicity, we focus on the case that the coordinates of W are multiple Wiener-Itô integrals with common orders. We refer to Nourdin and Peccati (2012) for unexplained concepts appearing in the following corollary (and its proof). 
where C q > 0 is a constant depending only on q and
Corollary 1.2 is comparable with Corollary 1.3 in Nourdin, Peccati and Yang (2020) , where an analogous bound to (1.3) is obtained when R is replaced by the set of all measurable convex subsets of R d and the limiting Gaussian vector has a general invertible covariance matrix (see also Kim and Park (2015) for related results). Meanwhile, considering the restricted class R, we improve the dimension dependence of the bounds: Typically, the bound of Corollary 1.3 in Nourdin, Peccati and Yang (2020) depends on the dimension through d 41/24+1 , while our bound depends through log q d.
We also remark that Nourdin, Peccati and Yang (2020) succeeded in removing the logarithmic factor from their bound by an additional recursion argument. However, it does not seem straightforward to apply their argument to our situation.
Stein kernels do not exist for discrete random vectors. Next, we apply other commonly used approaches in Stein's method to exploit the dependence structure of a random vector and obtain error bounds in the normal approximation. First, we consider the exchangeable pair approach developed in Stein (1986) in one-dimension normal approximations and Chatterjee and Meckes (2008) and Reinert and Röllin (2009) 
Remark 1.1. We can take η = 0 and t = (∆ 3 (0) log d) 2/3 in Theorem 1.2 to obtain a simpler bound
We can simplify the bound in Theorem 1.3 below similarly. However, these simplified bounds result in a worse bound C(B 4 n (log 6 d)/n) 1/3 for Corollary 1.3. We introduce the parameter η in the same spirit as in the Chernozhukov-Chetverikov-Kato theory: It plays a similar role to the parameter γ in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2013) and serves for better control of maximal moments appearing in the bound.
We note that Meckes (2006) introduced an infinitesimal version of the exchangeable pairs approach. Her method can be used to find the Stein kernel for certain random vectors with a continuous symmetry; hence, we can apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain a near optimal rate of convergence. In general, however, the convergence rate obtained using Theorem 1.2 is slower, as demonstrated below in Corollary 1.3.
Next, we consider non-linear statistics along the lines of Chatterjee (2008), Chen and Röllin (2010) and Dung (2019) . Theorem 1.3 (Error bound for non-linear statistics). Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) be a sequence of independent random variables taking values in a measurable space X . Let F :
Using either Theorem 1.2 or 1.3 with a truncation argument, we can improve Chernozhukov et al. (2019, Theorem 2.1) in the isotropic case.
Finally, we consider sums of random vectors with a local dependence structure. Unlike in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, there is no longer an underlying symmetry that we can exploit. In the end, we obtain a third-moment error bound with a slower convergence rate.
Theorem 1.4 (Error bound for sums of locally dependent variables).
(1.6) Theorem 1.4 may be improved using a truncation as in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. We leave it as it is for simplicity.
PROOFS

Lemmas
We first state three lemmas that are needed in the proofs of the main results. Set R(0; ǫ) := {x ∈ R d : x ∞ ǫ} for ǫ > 0. Throughout this section, we denote by φ the density function of the standard d-dimensional normal distribution.
Lemma 2.1 (Gaussian anti-concentration inequality). Let Y be a centered Gaussian vector in R d such that min 1 j d EY 2 j σ 2 for some σ > 0. Then, for any y ∈ R d and ε > 0,
A proof of Lemma 2.1 is found in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2017b) .
Lemma 2.2 (Modification of (2.10) of Anderson, Hall and Titterington (1998) ). Let K 0 be a constant and set η = η d := K/ √ log d. Then, for all r ∈ N, there is a constant C K,r > 0 depending only on K and r such that
The special version of Lemma 2.2 with η = 0 is found in the proof of (2.10) of Anderson, Hall and Titterington (1998) . Introduction of the parameter η is motivated by a standard argument used in the Chernozhukov-Chetverikov-Kato theory to efficiently control maximal moments appearing in normal approximation error bounds; see Equation (24) in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2013) , for example. We give a proof of Lemma 2.2 in Section A.2.
Lemma 2.3 (Modification of Lemma 11.4 of Bhattacharya and Rao (1976) ). Let µ, ν, K be probability measures on R d . Let ǫ > 0 be a constant such that
and * denotes the convolution of two probability measures.
Lemma 2.3 can be shown in a completely parallel way to that of Lemma 11.4 in Bhattacharya and Rao (1976) by changing the ǫ-balls therein to ǫ-rectangles, so we omit its proof.
Basic estimates
In Theorems 1.1-1.4, we aim to bound
In this subsection, we collect some basic estimates used in all of their proofs. Fix A ∈ R.
For s > 0, let
Note that ET sh (Z) = Eh(Z) = 0. Let Q and Φ be the laws of W and Z, respectively. For a probability distribution µ on R d and σ 0, we denote by µ σ the law of the random vector σY with Y ∼ µ. For t > 0 to be chosen, we are going to apply Lemma 2.3 with
Applying the Gaussian anti-concentration inequality in Lemma 2.
where we use the elementary inequality 1 − e −x x for all x 0. Now we turn to bounding γ * (h; ǫ) in Lemma 2.3. Note that M h (·; ǫ) and m h (·; ǫ) are again indicator functions of rectangles. Note also that the class R is invariant under translation and scalar multiplication. Therefore, it suffices to obtain a uniform upper bound for the absolute value of
In fact, we have by Lemma 2.3 and (2.1)-(2.2)
We use (various versions of) Stein's method to bound ET th (W ). As in (1.14) and (3.1) of Bhattacharya and Holmes (2010) , we have
is the solution to the Stein equation
For every r ∈ N, a straightforward computation yields
Since R is invariant under translation and scalar multiplication, an application of Lemma 2.2 with η = 0 yields
2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Without loss of generality, we may assume ∆ W < 1; otherwise, the bound (1.2) is trivial.
Since W has a Stein kernel τ W , we obtain by (2.4)
Therefore, we deduce by (2.6)
Setting t = ∆ 2 W and noting ∆ W < 1, we obtain the desired result.
Proof of Corollary 1.1
Without loss of generality, we may assume log 3 d n 1.
(2.8)
As in the proof of Fathi (2019, Theorem 3.3), we first prove the result when µ is compactly supported and its density is bounded away from zero on its support. Then, by Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 3.2 in Fathi (2019), µ has a Stein kernel τ = (τ jk ) 1 j,k d such that τ (x) is positive definite for all x ∈ R d and max 1 j d E[|τ jj (X 1 )| p ] 8 p p 2p for all p 1. Note that we indeed have max 1 j,k d E[|τ jk (X 1 )| p ] 8 p p 2p for all p 1 due to positive definiteness. In particular, Lemma A.7 in Koike (2019a) 
It is well known that τ W is a Stein kernel for W (cf. page 271 of Ledoux, Nourdin and Peccati (2015) ). Jensen's inequality yields
Since E[τ (X i )] = I d by definition, Theorem 3.1 and Remark A.1 in Kuchibhotla and Chakrabortty (2018) imply that
where the last inequality follows from (2.8). Therefore, an application of Theorem 1.1 yields the desired result. Next we prove the result when µ is supported on the whole space R d . We take a sequence of convex bodies F ℓ that converge to R d . Define the probability measure ν ℓ on R d by ν ℓ (A) = µ(A∩F ℓ )/µ(F ℓ ) for any Borel set A ⊂ R d (note that µ(F ℓ ) → 1 as ℓ → ∞ by construction, so µ(F ℓ ) > 0 for sufficiently large ℓ). Then, let µ ℓ be the law of the variable
is invertible for sufficiently large ℓ). We can easily check that µ ℓ satisfies the assumption of the corollary. Also, the density of µ ℓ is bounded away from zero on its support because µ is supported on R d and has a continuous density.
Moreover, it is also easy to verify that the density of W ℓ converges almost everywhere to that of W as ℓ → ∞. Thus, Scheffé's lemma yields
This yields the desired result. Finally, to prove the result in the general case, take ǫ > 0 arbitrarily and let µ ǫ be the law of the variable √ 1 − ǫ 2 X 1 + ǫζ, where ζ is a d-dimensional standard normal variable independent of {X 1 , . . . , X n }. It is evident that µ ǫ is isotropic, supported on the whole space R d and has a continuous density. Moreover, µ ǫ is log-concave by Proposition 3.5 in Saumard and Wellner (2014) . Hence we have for any A ∈ R
where W ǫ := √ 1 − ǫ 2 W + ǫζ. Since W has a density and W ǫ converges in law to W as ǫ → 0, |E1 A (W ) − E1 A (W ǫ )| → 0 as ǫ → 0. Thus, letting ǫ → 0 and taking the supremum over A ∈ R in the above inequality, we complete the proof.
Proof of Corollary 1.2
By Proposition 3.7 in Nourdin, Peccati and Swan (2014) , W has a Stein kernel τ W = (τ W jk ) 1 j,k d given by
where ·, · H denotes the inner product of H, while D and L −1 denote the Malliavin derivative and pseudo inverse of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator with respect to X, respectively. By Jensen's inequality and Lemma 2.2 in Koike (2019a), we have
where C q > 0 depends only on q. Thus the desired result follows from Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
By exchangeability we have
and U is a uniform random variable on [0, 1] independent of everything else. Combining this with (1.4), (2.4) and (2.5)-(2.6), we obtain
To estimate |E[Ξ]|, we rewrite it as follows. By exchangeability we have
Hence we obtain
1 − e −2s y dz ds.
Note that e −s / √ 1 − e −2s 1/ √ 2s for every s > 0 (cf. (3.14) of Bhattacharya and Holmes (2010) 
Combining this with (2.9) and D ∞ D ∞ , we obtain
Now the desired result follows from (2.3).
Proof of Theorem 1.3
We follow the proof of Theorem 1.2 and bound E(∆ψ t (W ) − W · ∇ψ t (W )). From the independence of X ′ and X and the assumption that E(W ) = 0 and using the telescoping sum, we have
Therefore,
where U, V are independent uniform random variables on [0, 1] and independent of everything else. Exchanging X i with X ′ i gives
Following similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the desired result.
Proof of Corollary 1.3
Without loss of generality, we may assume (4 √ 5) 6 B 2 n log 4 (dn) n 1.
(2.10)
We prove the assertion in three steps.
Step 1. Set κ n := B n 5 log(dn). For i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , d, define
and set X := ( X i ) n i=1 with X i = ( X i1 , . . . , X id ) ⊤ . Note that max i,j | X ij | 2κ n . Also, since P (X 2 ij > x) 2e −x/B 2 n for all x 0, Lemma 5.4 in Koike (2019b) yields
(2.11)
Step 2. Let W := n −1/2 n i=1 X i . On the event max 1 i n X i ∞ κ n , we have
Therefore, Lemma 6.1 in yields
From this estimate and the Gaussian anti-concentration inequality, we obtain
Therefore, the proof is completed once we show δ C B 2 n log 4 (dn) n 1/3
.
Step 3. We apply Theorem 1.3 to X and W with η := 4κ n / √ n. By construction we have
where the first inequality follows from Nemirovski's inequality (Lemma 14.24 in Bühlmann and van de Geer (2011)) and the second one follows from the Schwarz inequality. We also have 1 2n
and δ jk = 1 n n i=1 E[X ij X ik ]. Therefore, noting X ij − X ij = X ij 1 {|X ij |>κn} −EX ij 1 {|X ij |>κn} , the Schwarz inequality and (2.11) imply that max 1 j,k d
Consequently, we obtain
Moreover, Lemma 9 in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2015) yields
where the last inequality follows from (2.10). Therefore, for any 0 < t < 1 satisfying
Now let t = (B 2 n log(dn)/n) 2/3 . Then we have t < 1 and
n log 4 (dn) n 1/6 1 by (2.10). So we can apply the above estimate with this t and obtain
, where the last line follows from the inequality | log x| (4!/x) 1/4 for 0 < x 1.
2.9 Proof of Theorem 1.4
Without loss of generality, we assume that the right-hand side of (1.6) is finite. Let
From the independence assumption and EX i = 0, we have, with U being a uniform distribution on [0, 1] and independent of everything else,
we have by (2.7)
Optimizing t gives the desired bound.
A APPENDIX
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1.1
It suffices to show that there is a sequence (x n ) ∞ n=1 of real numbers such that
We denote by φ 1 and Φ 1 the density and distribution function of the standard normal distribution, respectively. For every n, we define x n ∈ R as the solution of the equation Φ 1 (x) d = e −1 , i.e. x n := Φ −1 1 (e −1/d ). Then we have x n / √ 2 log d → 1 and d(1−Φ 1 (x n )) → 1 as n → ∞ (cf. the proof of Proposition 2.1 in Koike (2019b) ). Applying Theorem 1 in Arratia, Goldstein and Gordon (1989) 
where λ n := dP (W 1 > x n ). By an analogous argument we also obtain P max
Hence we have P max
Now, since x n = O( √ log d) = o(n 1/6 ) by assumption, Theorem 1 in Petrov (1975, Chapter VIII) (see also Eq.(2.41) in Petrov (1975, Chapter VIII) 
by assumption. Moreover, using the Taylor expansion of the exponential function around 0, we deduce from (A.1)
Therefore, by (A.2) we conclude that ρ e −1 √ 2|γ| 3 because x n / √ 2 log d → 1. This completes the proof.
A.2 Proof of Lemma 2.2 First we introduce some notation. We denote by φ 1 and Φ 1 the density and distribution function of the standard normal distribution, respectively. We setφ 1 (u) := φ 1 (u)/Φ 1 (u). Obviously,φ 1 is strictly decreasing on [0, ∞). For a non-negative integer ν, the ν-th Hermite polynomial is denoted by
A simple computation shows
Also, we define the functions λ and Λ on [0, ∞) by
In particular, Λ is non-decreasing on [0, ∞).
In addition, we denote by u ν the maximum root of H ν . For example, u 1 = 0, u 2 = 1, u 3 = √ 3. It is evident that H ν is positive and strictly increasing on (u ν , ∞). We also have u 1 < u 2 < · · · (see e.g. Szegö (1939, Theorem 3.3.2) ). Finally, set M ν := max 0 u uν |H ν−1 (u)| < ∞ and define the function h ν : [0, ∞) → (0, ∞) by
Next we prove some lemmas.
Lemma A.1.h ν is decreasing on [0, ∞) and |h ν (u)| h ν (|u|) for all u ∈ R.
Proof. Note that h ′ ν (u) < 0 when u > u ν . Then,h ν is evidently decreasing on [0, ∞) by construction. The latter claim is also obvious by construction. ∞) , it suffices to prove g := H ν +h ν is strictly increasing on [u ν , ∞). We have
So we complete the proof once we show g 1 (u) :
where the identity H ν+1 (u) = uH ν (u) − H ′ ν (u) is used to deduce the last line. Since H k (u) > 0 for k ν and u > u ν , we have g ′ 1 (u) > 0 for u > u ν . Thus
for all u > u ν .
Define the functions F ν and G on R d by
Then the proof is completed once we show f (x * ) = O((log d) βν/2 ) as d → ∞. Let m be the number of components in x * greater than u ν . If m β, we have
as d → ∞, so it suffices to consider the case m > β.
Since f is symmetric, we may assume x * 1 , . . . , x * m > u ν and x * m+1 = · · · = x * d = u ν without loss of generality. Then, for every l = 1, . . . , m, we must have ∂ l f (x * ) = 0. Using (A.3)-(A.4), we obtain
Thus we obtain
Since Λ is non-decreasing, the function u → β{H ν (u)λ(u) +h ν (u)}Λ(u) is strictly increasing on [u ν , ∞) by Lemma A.2. Therefore, we have x * 1 = · · · = x * m =: u * and hence . . , ν q ) ∈ Z q : ν 1 , . . . , ν q 0, ν 1 + · · · + ν q = r}, J q (d) := {(j 1 , . . . , j q ) ∈ {1, . . . , d} q : j p = j p ′ if p = p ′ }.
Then we have for all A ∈ R 
where we use the identity 1 − Φ 1 (x) = Φ 1 (−x) to deduce the last line. Set c j := (|a j | ∧ |b j |) ∨ η, j = 1, . . . , d. Then, we have min{|a j + y j |, |b j + y j |} c j − η 0 for all j. Thus, noting that Φ is increasing and bounded by 1, we obtain by Lemma A.1 where C ′ r > 0 depends only on r (note thath ν is positive on [u ν , ∞)). Consequently, by Lemma A.3 we conclude sup A∈R I A = O((log d) r/2 ) as d → ∞.
